ROBENS COMBINES RETRO STYLE WITH TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE ACROSS NEW OUTBACK
TENTS, BED ROLLS AND FURNITURE
Award-winning technical tent brand, Robens,
has added three new tents and two porches to
its superlative Outback range to extend options
and offer yet more choice of eye-catching
models that capture the essence of the backto-basics bushcraft approach to life outdoors.
And the award-winning brand has extended the
concept into sleeping bags and furniture to
provide enhanced levels of luxury that
enhances appeal with the modern adventurer.
All tents capture the spirit of early American
pioneers, sympathetically combining modern technical materials and feature developments with
retro designs to ensure today’s pioneer enjoys the best in comfort and reliability. The good-looking
tents use Robens own HydroTex Polycotton to enhance an Outback tent’s microclimate by stabilising
temperature fluctuations and eliminating condensation.
The ten-person Apache tipi (pictured right) pitches quickly and
easily using three aluminium alloy A-frames to create a huge polefree living area with entrances front and back that both feature
good-size windows with curtains. The front door extends out to
protect access to the ample living space. The Apache features a
zip-out groundsheet to aid storage, maintenance and pitching.
Ventilation provided by the Internal Apex Vent Control that is
simply operated from inside to control air flow.
The eight-person polycotton Chinook tipi (pictured left) uses an
aluminium alloy A-frame to turn the large door with windows and
curtains into an extension that protects access to the ample living
space. It features a mesh panel behind to enhance the insect-free
ventilation provided by the Internal Apex Vent Control that is
simply operated from inside. The groundsheet unzips to the
centre alloy pole, enabling it to be rolled away to create a safe
area in which to use the optional stove and store wet gear
The Trapper Twin (pictured right) builds on the success of the
Trapper to provide four people comfortable living space and two inner bedrooms in a vis-à-vis style.
Weather-beating stability is provided by two steel A-frames linked by a ridge pole and a sturdy zip-in
hooped porch pole. The large porch features eaves that
spread guyline loading while protecting the door zip from
water run-off. The groundsheet can be unzipped in the porch
to create a wet area. A mesh panel behind the main door
enhances insect free ventilation on hot days.
The addition to the range of a Front Porch and Universal Porch
Tarp extends outside living area and protects access for
Outback tents with A-frame access. The Universal Porch Tarp
can also be sued on its own.

The Outback range of tipis, bell tents and tents benefits from a superb
range of accessories created to enhance the
‘bushcraft’ experience and a new sleeping bag
and furniture range open untold comfort levels.
The two sleeping bags in the Prairie range (XL
pictured right) capture the essence of the
traditional American bed roll using MicroThermo
insulation sandwiched between a rough canvas
shell and soft flannel lining. An oversize YKK L-shaped
two-way zip offers easy access and ventilation options.
Six snap buttons are used to secure the detachable
double base layer that acts as a head rest – loose pillow
included. The fabric head rest features straps so it can be
used as a carry bag to secure the Prairie bed roll.
Robens introduces a range of luxurious Outback furniture for
2019 to complement its tents and rustic living ethos. Close attention
to detail has created versatile, practical padded and bamboo options with huge appeal
with pioneers and glampers alike. With roots firmly in retro style, the modern materials,
advanced design techniques and stunning looks ensure broad desirability with those
looking for comfortable, performance furniture that makes a bold statement.
Chairs include the Peta (pictured top right) and lower Simi – perfect for smaller
tents – that feature a sturdy aluminium frame that supports soft
padding for comfort and insulation with a highly breathable
centre fabric for warm days. Individually adjustable legs
compensate for uneven ground and tailor height while wide feet
take care of soft ground, Great back support and fully adjustable
backrest, plus wide, comfortable armrests, enhance comfort. The
resin-topped Talula (pictured left) provides a good-looking yet
rugged table for dining and socialising.
Glampers will appreciate the Outback style of the Titus (pictured right) and more
relaxed Kaya (pictured left) chairs that have a light, stable bamboo frame with soft,
highly breathable double fabric to enhance comfort. Good looks are
guaranteed by this stunning polyacrylic/polyester fabric that mimics high
quality natural fibres yet benefit from the easy-care characteristics of a synthetic.
These chairs are complemented by the chic, practical bamboo Tobey table (pictured
right).
The new furniture range includes the ultra-comfortable
padded Tala bed (pictured right), the handy Mace bag
(pictured bottom left) for firewood or other storage, and the
Rafi Transporter to help move equipment between vehicles
and camp ground.
For further information and prices, plus details of your
nearest retailer, visit robens.co.uk
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Editor’s notes
High resolution and web images for use with this press release can be downloaded from
Dropbox using the following link https://bit.ly/2QISbxl The usual Oase Outdoors ApS copyright
applies.
RRP: Apache £1,249.99; Chinook £874.99; Trapper Twin £1,374.99; Prairie £124.99; Prairie XL
£149.99; Talula £124.99; Peta £109.99; Simi £74.99; Tala £169.99; Mace Bag £24.99; Rafi
Transporter £79.99; Titus £124.99; Kaya £149.99; Tobey £199.99
Robens continues to test all its tents using its own in-house facilities and, during the tests, register
the maximum (MAX) speed impact a tent was subjected to and the average (AVG) wind speed at
which structural instability occurred. Structural instability may show as the collapse of tent,
returning to shape when the wind drops, or a broken/deformed pole. At no point did Robens
encounter any form of catastrophic failure up to the maximum wind speed and an icon is now used,
including on the Robens website, to show the MAX and AVG figures for each tent. The Wind Test
figures are:
Apache MAX 168km/h and AVG 153km/h
Chinook MAX 160km/h and AVG 150km/h
Trapper Twin MAX 160km/h and AVG 150km/h
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